“Ethics is not definable, is not implementable, because it is not conscious; it involves not only our thinking but also our feeling”-Valdemar W.Setzer

The core purpose of education is to make or mould a person to be a better personality having professional ethics. Education should bring not only knowledge but also wisdom. A person with wisdom knows what to do? when to do? where to do? And how to do? Wisdom gives deep insight on all that is done by oneself. This insight will lead you to work whether you are watched are not, whether you are appreciated or not, whether you are compensated or not. The word profession contains education in it. Educators or academicians are highly reputed professional. Now raise a question to yourself “Am I only educated or Am I an educated wise?” Think on it, work on it be an ethical professional.

Would like to conclude here, “Nothing is impossible” which in itself is I’m possible. Yes it is possible to be professionally ethical.